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SERIE IDLCH - dual-axis digital display inclinometer

IDLCH001

IDLCH01
Measuring range ：
X - Y axis
Accuracy：0.05º

+-5/10/15/30º

Measuring range ：
X - Y axis
Accuracy：0.005º

+-5/10/15/30º

IDLCH11
Measuring range ：
X-axis
Accuracy：0.1º

+-180º

gm
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Desde 1986 suministrando sensores e instrumentación.
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General Description
IDLCH Serie is a standard dual-axis digital display inclinometer, specialized for measuring the tilt angle of the object
relative to horizontal position , the flatness of equipment installation and the wall verticality , its working principle is built-in
miniature solid pendulum, by measuring the gravity then calculating the level degree of the current object. Measurements
that show the angle with the reference zero to the Earth's gravity, each product accuracy is calibrated before out of factory
. In addition provide a button used for the relative angle measurement,can setting the current angle to zero, as the basis of
the relative angle change measurements.
IDLCH001 belongs dual-axis small measuring range digital display inclinometer, the highest accuracy can up to 0.002
degrees. The product is small size, diversified ways of working.
The internal integrated magnet self-priming installation method, only need the user simply attach the IDLCH001 flat bottom
to the iron-type objects, rely on it’s internal magnet the product can be absorbed to the measured object surface for a longterm, avoid the trouble of mounting by screws ,also easily disassemble .

IDLCH01

IDLCH001
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High resolution : 0.01°
Size :60X90X26mm
High anti-shock performance >2000g
IP65 protection class
ZERO setting function
Wide temperature working -10°～ +70℃

High resolution : 0.001°
Size :60X90X26mm
High anti-shock performance >2000g
IP65 protection class
ZERO setting function
Wide temperature working -10°～ +70℃

Application:

Application:















Inclination platform measuring
Bridge and dam monitoring
Wireless station posture monitoring
Geological equipment tilt monitoring
High precision level measuring
Cranes and vehicles

mechanical characteristics

Inclination platform measuring
Bridge and dam monitoring
Wireless station posture monitoring
Geological equipment tilt monitoring
Equipments calibration
Very high precision level measuring

